There’s a new player in golf irrigation. Maybe you’ve heard of us.

John Deere has created a state-of-the-art collection of sprinklers and competitive inserts. It’s the same common-sense expertise and quality you’ve come to expect from John Deere. Call your local distributor to discover how we can help you with all your irrigation needs.  www.johndeere.co.uk
The summer of 2006 saw the UK experience some of their highest temperatures on record and hosepipe bans were put in place in many areas. Fast-forward a year and the summer of 2007 was almost non-existent, temperatures hit a low and many areas suffered greatly due to flooding. Is climate change to blame? Melissa Jones takes a look at the erratic changes in our weather and finds out what measures greenkeepers can put in place to prepare themselves for every eventuality.
LIKE A PHOENIX FROM THE ASHES

In June 2007, Muswell Hill Golf Club was left devastated after a fire broke out in the club’s machinery shed.

With the building housing a diesel tank recently topped up with some 5,000 litres of fuel as well as chemicals including fertiliser, the force of the inferno consumed the club and lit up the London skyline. It took six fire engines and 50 firefighters to bring the blaze – believed to have been started deliberately – under control.

Fast-forward one year, however, and the club has risen like a phoenix from the ashes. Amid demoralised staff walk-outs, Matt Plested walked in as the club’s new course manager and set about rebuilding the club and restoring staff confidence. One of his first tasks was replacing the £300,000-worth of grounds maintenance kit destroyed by the fire.

“The first thing I did was order new Toro kit,” Matt recalls. Things are looking up now – we have an enthusiastic new greenkeeping team, the right machinery for the job and an excellent dealer in AT Oliver. It’s an exciting time.”

PRESENTATION DINNER

A presentation dinner was held at Ratho Park Golf Club on April 4. This was to honour the Club Professional, Alan Pate and Head Greenkeeper, Tom Murray. They both have clocked up 30 plus years service.

Slow Boat To Golfing Stagnation

I attended the annual R&A Press Day held each year at the Open venue and much of the conference revolved around what is becoming increasingly regarded as golf’s biggest problem – slow play.

Gone are the days when you can zip around a course on a Saturday morning with a couple of friends in three hours and be home in time for family duties before lunch. Now, best to set aside five hours. Oh and buy one of those golf bags with a drink holder and a cool pocket for much needed supplies... and make sure you have some money to buy a snack at the half way house. You don’t want to go weak with hunger while you’re out there.

It’s putting people off the game and that’s bad news because the more people who decide that golf is great, but too time consuming to play regularly, the fewer people we have joining clubs and that’s solid income disappearing for golf clubs.

For a pay and play course the slow play disease can be even more startling. For example, if a course loses 10 tee times a day because play is backed up, and remember that can be fewer than one tee time an hour in the summer season, the costs can be staggering. Take it as £25 a green fee, it works out at £100 a tee time; £1,000 a day; £7,000 a week.

That works out at £364,000 a year! All because someone didn’t watch where their ball landed in the rough; parked their cart on the wrong side of the green; stubbornly maintained the laborious pre-shot routine they’d copied from JB Holmes or thought the plumb bobbing method for reading greens actually worked.

What to do?

The R&A actually feels that the real slow coaches are the top amateurs, who have been coached to take their time and who often, would you believe, have to speed up when they joined the pro ranks. But let’s face it there are more tortoises on the main Tours than hares and the odd fine doesn’t spoil the day of many millionaire players. Shot penalties are a must because a player will never know when even a single shot would help him make a cut, or even win a tournament. What price can you place on that?

Another explanation for longer rounds is that we’re all walking further. Tees have been pushed back; walks between green and tee seem to have grown - all because we’re hitting the ball further. Let’s face it even those of us who are getting older are hitting it further!

Knock 10% off the distance a ball travels and, by definition, 10% could be knocked off the length of a course without effecting scoring and we could end up walking/playing 600 yards less each round. That in itself could knock half an hour off a round.

Will it happen? Your guess is as good as mine but one thing is sure. Something has to be done or the game will continue down the slow road to stagnation.

Scott MacCallum
Editor
Visitors to the BBC’s Garden Design Event in Norwich were greeted by the sight of a giant spaceship, which featured on the ‘Alien Invaders’ garden by British Wild Flower Plants (BWFPs).

Designed by the company’s marketing manager Ian Forster, and situated at the entrance of the Forum, where the free, two day event was held, The Alien Invaders garden was conceived to highlight the threat of invasive foreign species, which according to BWFPs are invading our countryside. “People should be aware that plants like Japanese Knotweed and Pond Weed from Australia are threatening our own natural wild flower population and invading our ponds and waterways,” says Forster. “We see ourselves as fighting the aliens and creating this garden gave us the ideal opportunity to warn people of this threat and encourage them to plant British wild flowers.”

The BBC’s Garden Design Event, now in its fifth year is organised by BBC Voices, the network’s community wing, in conjunction with Radio Norfolk and BBC East. The brainchild of senior broadcast journalist Gary Standley it is the only regional event of its kind to be staged in a city centre, offering a free garden design service to shoppers, supplied by local horticultural students.

Cricket hero, Sir Ian Botham, recently launched the first PowerPlay Golf British Championship - a competition to find the nation’s best exponent of the new game described as ‘Twenty20 cricket for golf’.

More than 2,500 golf clubs in Britain have been invited to take part in the championship, which is endorsed by Botham and former football star, Les Ferdinand, and will culminate in a grand final at The Belfry this autumn.

Any golf club can stage a qualifying event, with its winner going through to play in one of nine regional finals. The top three golfers from each of those will fight to become the first ever PowerPlay Golf British Champion on the Belfry’s famous Brabazon Course on October 14-15.

Phil Gates, MG, 38, is the new Course Manager at St Ives Golf Club and is busy getting the course ready for the grand opening next year.

The basic course is only a few months away from completion and work on the clubhouse is expected to start in the summer, but it will take until next summer for the grass on the fairways and greens to grow in full ready-for-use.

The course, due to open on June 1, 2009, will be the first club in the country to use a monoculture of velvet bent grass on the greens and the course is being built to top United States Golf Association specifications.
NEW LINE-UP

Vitax has appointed three new technical advisers to cover Scotland, South East England, the South West and Northern Ireland.

Douglas Hart, who takes on Scotland, studied at agricultural college before later becoming a greenkeeper at Gullane, where he worked for four years. Having gained diplomas in both agriculture and turf management, Douglas spent 18 years in New Zealand running his own sports ground contracting business, involved with cricket wicket, oval and race-course construction.

Stewart Jeffs, responsible for South East England, also started his career in agriculture but swiftly moved into Amenity Turf and brings over 25 years experience to the post. His aim is to support distributors and ensure that customers are familiar with the Vitax product range. Joe Crawley, returns to Vitax after nearly three years absence to accept a position with greater responsibility and a more specialised, scientific brief. “My area has increased to include not only the South West of England but also Northern Ireland,” he said.

BIGGA NEW RECRUIT

Tom Campbell has joined BIGGA as our new Design and Production Editor. Tom replaces Marie Whyld, who worked for BIGGA for six years and left the Association after a period of maternity leave – BIGGA HOUSE send her their best wishes for the future.

Tom, a Liverpool FC season ticket holder, previously worked as a Creative Artworker for Arco and prior to that, a Mac Designer for the Yorkshire Post. He has worked on such publications as Farming in Yorkshire, and Fencing and Landscaping News.

Tom’s main love is music. In the past he used to DJ retro electronic music in Hull on a regular basis. When he’s not spinning some tunes on the decks, Tom likes to spend time with his cat Wendy.

“I have a passion for designing magazines and was keen to join BIGGA and work on an award-winning publication,” said Tom.

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE WINS THROUGH TO TURNBERRY

The Buckinghamshire Golf Club, Denham, Bucks, has won the first regional qualifying tournament of the 2008 John Deere Team Championship golf competition, organised by dealer Golf & Turf Equipment of Wokingham in Berkshire. A total of 17 teams took part in the tournament, which was held in glorious May sunshine at Burnham Beeches Golf Club, near Slough.

“Course Manager, Lee Bishop, really put a lot of effort into the whole event,” said organiser, Steve Coone of Golf & Turf. “This was his first big tournament there, and the whole Burnham Beeches team worked very hard to get it set up and running so well on the day.”

Buckinghamshire’s net score of 59 in the modified scramble event was two shots ahead of Roehampton Golf & Country Club, who took second place on countback. The winning team – made up of executive committee members David Collard and Phil Naylor, Course Manager Erik Kinlon will be travelling to Turnberry in August to play on the championship Ailsa course in the national tournament finals, together with a representative of the dealership, Golf & Turf.

RETIREMENT PRESENTATION

After the annual match between BIGGA Scottish East Section and the Golf Club Secretaries, held at West Linton Golf Club recently, a retirement presentation was made by Chairman, Stuart Ferguson, to Jimmy Coombe (ex Gifford Golf Club) and Mike Dennis current Sales Manager (Scotland) of Rigby Taylor.

They each received a pocket watch and a bottle of Whisky.

The absentee from this line-up was Robert T Bruce who is at present holidaying down under.

SCOTTISH NATIONAL TOURNAMENT

The 2008 Scottish National Tournament will be held at Irvine Golf Club, Irvine, Ayrshire, on Monday, June 23, by kind permission of the Captain and Committee. The cost of the event will be £21, which includes coffee/tea, filled roll, evening meal and prizes. (Apprentice fee will be £12). Entry forms will be available at all Section Spring outings and from the Regional Administrator.

All entries with remittance to: Regional Administrator, Peter J. Boyd, 10 Meadowburn Avenue, Newton Mearns, Glasgow G77 6TA by Thursday 12 June, 2008.

Please make cheques payable to BIGGA Scottish Region.

The draw will be posted on the BIGGA website.

Peter J. Boyd
Regional Administrator
NEW ASSOCIATION LAUNCHED

The newest greenkeeping association in Europe came into being last year with the founding of the Bulgarian Golfers Greenkeepers Association with the help and support of several greenkeepers well known in the UK.

The Chairman and Executive is Dutchman Arne Van Amerongen, who has worked on a great many golf projects all over the world over the last 25 years. Arne is currently the Golf Project Supervisor for the development of the Peter Harradine, Pravets Golf and Country Club, 55 kilometres north east of Sofia.

Vice Chairman is Mark Van Der Looy, who has worked for over 20 years in the golf industry and who is currently involved in two Bulgarian projects – the Black Sea Rama development on the Black Sea, designed by Gary Player, and another new project near to Sofia.

Association Secretary is Steve Wood, who relocated from the Midlands to Bulgaria several years ago to become Course Manager at St Sofia Golf Club and Spa, 10 kilometres outside Sofia.

The Association has received some outstanding support from the Kirov company, the biggest supplier of earthmoving machinery in Bulgaria, which has signed a three-year contract to sponsor the BGGA.

Kremena Kaneva, Kirov Account and Sales Manager; Arne Van Amerongen; Julian Milev, Kirov Executive Sales Manager; Steve Wood; Mark Van Der Looy; Silvia Georgieva, Legal Advisor and Seth Underwood, Honorary Member.

R&A LAUNCH BENCHMARKING SERVICE

The R&A has launched a free web based service to registered users of bestcourseforgolf.org that provides a means of data capture, analysis and reporting which will enable golf courses to maintain a record of all their relevant information on playing quality, turf quality and course expenditure.

From this pool of information courses will be able to track their own progress from year-to-year and monitor trends and changes that occur. Each course will also be able to reference its own information against other similar golf courses using comparative statistics.

To take advantage of this service, courses should register at bestcourseforgolf.org

BronZinc is a new liquid metal coating that looks like cast bronze, is as durable as cast bronze, but is available at a significantly lower cost. This means we can retain high resolution detail, enabling us to offer intricate logos and hole diagrams.

If you’d like more information about BronZinc, call one of the team at Eagle on 01883 344 244 or e-mail sales@eagle.uk.com
CZECH GREENKEEPER EXCHANGE VISIT

Ransomes Jacobsen has supported an exchange visit of Czech greenkeepers organised and facilitated by The Club Company.

Six Course Managers from CZ Golf, a Golf Course Operator and Management company based in Prague, visited The Tytherington Club and spent a week working with Course Manager, Sandy Anderson and his team, looking at best practice on a UK golf course. Ransomes Jacobsen supported the visit helping with the logistics and general travel arrangements.

Nick Brown, Export Business Development Manager at Ransomes Jacobsen, introduced the two companies following the signing of an exclusive supplier contract with CZ Golf by their Czech distributor ITTEC spol. s.r.o.

Explaining the rationale behind the visit he said: “During the negotiations I was asked if we would consider arranging an exchange visit so that the CZ greenkeeping team could improve their understanding of best practice as it applies to the UK. The Club Company is a similar organization to CZ Golf, but on a much larger scale and they are also a Ransomes Jacobsen national account. We contacted Chris Brook, their senior Course Manager who is responsible for all 12 courses within the group, and he immediately got things moving.”

“We were only too happy and willing to help,” said Chris Brook. “The exchange worked so well that we are considering making it a permanent arrangement.”

STIHL GETS ITS TEETH INTO BRITISH SUPERBIKES

Getting into the fast lane in 2008, outdoor power tool company STIHL GB has signed as an Official Sponsor of the 2008 Bennetts British Superbike Championship - setting two of the country’s most popular outdoor brands together and on track for an exciting year. Its first move into major sports sponsorship, the STIHL deal reflects the growing breadth of its user audience, from professional foresters, groundsmen and builders to domestic gardeners and home owners.

British Superbikes currently enjoys the biggest level of support of any motor sport activity in the UK; the appeal of powerful, agile machines working in perfect harmony with man makes Superbikes an ideal fit for STIHL and its range of quality, high performance outdoor power tools.

The British Superbike Championship is Britain’s most popular motor sport, attracting big crowds at the circuits and massive television audiences. The 2008 Championship series will see its high-powered teams and heroes competing at 12 events around the country this summer, and on world-renowned racetracks like Brands Hatch, Thruxton, Silverstone and Donington Park. Part of its sponsorship package, the STIHL brand will be prominent at every one of those events, with trackside hoardings and activities off track.

GREEN LIGHT TO PURE BIODIESEL

Provided the fuel meets the international EN 14214 standard or its equivalent, B100 (ie pure) biodiesel may now be used in machines fitted with John Deere PowerTech Plus or PowerTech E engines that comply with Tier 3 regulations, as well as in engines of earlier designs, said the Deere Power Systems Group recently.

However, a precondition for the use of B100 biodiesel in these engines is the application of the additive John Deere Biodiesel Protect 100, which is now available from John Deere dealers in the UK and Ireland.

To ensure fuel quality meets the requirements of advanced engine technology, B100 biodiesel – i.e. rapeseed oil that has been through an esterification process and not cold pressed rape oil – must be obtained from a certified supplier and stored appropriately. In addition, operators must follow the instructions provided in the service manual of the machine.

The company has been researching the use of native rapeseed oil in Tier 3 engines since 2006, together with the German Agency for Renewable Energy (FNR), the University of Rostock and VWP, a specialist vegetable oil technology business.
The GTC believes, after years of trying to get golf club employers and greenkeepers themselves to invest in education and training for its entire staff, it has now convinced the funding bodies, through its involvement with the Lantra Sector Skills Council (SSC) that funding should not be confined to full qualifications!

In trying to achieve its targets - showing more people are taking to skills training and HE programmes, the Government for many years has instructed its funding bodies to direct funding support to FULL qualifications e.g. N/SVQ Level 2, 3 - NC, HNC/D Foundation Degrees.

Having set the funding bodies targets to improve the statistics of people achieving full qualifications, it clearly hasn’t listened to industries such as the land base sector. Many Government initiatives have come and gone and sadly, in the main, targets have not been met! So what do we have? A new report commissioned! The reports seem to be annual with the latest issued in 2007. The Leitch report once again looks at the Skills Agenda and how the UK can compete with other countries and bridge the skills gap - shortage. Simple Sir, listen to Industries such as the small but perfectly formed Sports Turf sector!

While on this subject I hear there are calls for an umbrella organisation for Sports Turf. There may be many reasons for this but one thing is for sure, all qualifications certainly since my time with BIGGA and the GTC from 1993, have all been developed and reviewed under the banner of SPORTS TURF.

So where is this leading? Credit to golf club employers over the years who, in the main, have supported the formal qualifications offered by our network of GTC Approved Training Providers - while other sectors of sports turf decided to abandon their own tried and tested qualifications but then did not provide or support an alternative option.

Despite the best efforts of many dedicated individuals working within Approved Centres to promote the courses and qualifications both to Golf and the other sporting employers and staff, it has been the golf sector which has dominated the formal courses leading to the Government qualifications. Credit has to be given to those greenkeepers and grounds men/women who have grasped every opportunity to further their own education and fortunately the profile has been given a boost through regular references through the popular media, especially the presentation of courses and pitches.

I am pleased to say that finally at meetings within the Lantra SSC, when qualifications are on the agenda, Sports Turf is now very well represented and this will result in a far stronger lobby with results already starting to show. The latest Government plan is to develop a Qualifications and Credit Framework (QCF) which, in simple terms, is one National Database of UNITS, which can then be, grouped together into industry specific qualifications e.g. Golf Greenkeeper, Golf Course Manager, Grounds Manager etc and with Awarding Body approval these could be branded and promoted accordingly.

Equal in importance is that the funding bodies should channel funding towards the QCF and this does not just mean FULL qualifications.

The GTC, on behalf of the employers and greenkeepers it represents, has repeatedly sought to promote short courses or to use the buzz words ‘Continual Professional Development’ (CPD) or ‘bite size learning’ as not every employer requires staff to achieve say N/SVQ Level 3 or 4. Indeed not every greenkeeper or grounds person wants to be registered on a full level of qualification however, the majority are more than willing to attend short courses to develop their knowledge and skill base. So when in that quiet moment think about staff and the business development, with the introduction of the credit frameworks Unit or clusters of Units into short courses by all of the Providers there should be no shortage of options to learn.

Approved Training Providers, professional bodies including BIGGA, will be looking to extend their provision to take account of the latest review of qualifications.

Finally, at a recent Pan-European Advisory Group meeting, all the work to create agreed standards for greenkeeping throughout the European member states revolved around Units which would be best suited to fit into the European Qualifications Framework (EQF) and would receive International recognition based on Industry Skills Sets at the previously agreed three levels Greenkeeper, Golf Course Supervisor and Golf Course Manager.

Exciting times are ahead, and one thing is for sure, while golf course new builds might have slowed down in the UK in recent times many countries, relatively new to the game of golf, are expanding and this will create a need for a more mobile greenkeeping workforce. The agreed Industry Skill Sets are available on the GTC website and coming soon will be the agreed Standards (Units) for adoption by EU countries. Training Providers, not only in the UK will then, in partnership with the Golf Federations and Greenkeeping Associations, develop courses and qualifications to match those standards through a variety of delivery methods.

To discuss any matters relating to greenkeeper education, training and qualifications David may be contacted at the GTC on: Tel: 01347 838640 or Email david@the-gtc.co.uk

Have you registered for the new GTC Email alerts service? Visit the GTC website www.the-gtc.co.uk to register and be kept up to date with all the news both from within the GTC and beyond!

Coming next month - a look at the developments in on-line learning for the sports turf sector.

GTC is supported by:
NEW RECRUIT

Avoncrop Amenity Products Ltd have announced that Darren Homer has joined their sales team as their Area Sales Manager for Hampshire and surrounding area. Darren will be visiting Golf Courses, Sports Grounds, Local Authorities, Schools, Bowling Clubs and Landscapers, promoting the extensive range of amenity products in the portfolio, along with offering technical services that are provided by the company. Darren has a wealth of turf management experience, having worked at Chichester golf Centre for the past eight years as Course Manager, before that Darren worked for Marriott Hotels at The Forest of Arden, where he was responsible for setting up the course for the numerous European Tour Events, such as the English Open and The British Masters. Prior to this he was at Marriott Goodwood Park.

MOWERS FOR PRESTIGIOUS MALAYSIAN CLUB

Ransomes Jacobsen Malaysian distributor, Tractors Malaysia, has delivered new Jacobsen mowers to one of the most prestigious resorts in the country, Glenmarie Golf & Country Club.

The package of Jacobsen equipment included two LF3800 fairway mowers with 11-blade cutting cylinders and two AR250 rotary mowers with fully articulating side discharge decks which are ideal for the superior presentation of semi-rough areas demanded by the club.

Established in 1993, the Glenmarie complex is owned by DRB-Hicom, the owner of Malaysia’s national car manufacturer, Proton. It features two 18-hole golf courses and was designed by the renowned course designer, Max Wexler.

NEW PRESIDENT FOR THE AEA

Geoffrey Davies O.B.E. (BA Hons) DipMS MSc MImgt was elected President at a recent AGM of the Agricultural Engineers Association. He then chaired the Association’s conference at which the AEA’s new branding was launched.

Geoffrey has since 1988 been Managing Director of Alamo Group Europe Limited and Vice President of Alamo Inc (USA), Companies within the Alamo Group design, manufacture and market a comprehensive range of agricultural machinery, commercial mowing equipment, vegetation maintenance machinery and road sweeping equipment.

Prior to assuming his present position Geoffrey had been Chairman and Managing Director of Dabro International before its acquisition by Wolseley plc and previously Managing Director of a number of engineering companies. He was awarded his OBE in 2003 for services to British Agriculture and to the community of Ludlow.

Commenting on his election, Geoffrey said that at this time demand is favourable in a number of sectors but there are challenges emerging and that looks forward to leading the Association in facing these within the various sectors represented, from agriculture to commercial grounds care, through to consumer products.

NEW EQUIPMENT INVESTMENT WORTH OVER £30 MILLION

A-Plant has placed orders for new equipment for the company’s hire fleet worth over £30 million. The orders have been placed with a number of manufacturers including Terex, JCB, Doosan Infracore Portable Power (formerly Ingersoll Rand Utility Equipment), GenSet, JLG, Skyjack and Ausa.

EXTENSIVE REFURBISHMENT AT FAIRMONT ST. ANDREWS

MJ Abbott Limited has been appointed by St Andrews Bay Development Limited to carry out extensive remedial work to the Torrance Course at Fairmont St. Andrews.

The re-modeling of the existing 18 holes has been designed by American architect Gary Stephenson, founder of The Linksmen Golf Design Group.

The work will result in subtle changes to the layout and routing of the course to enhance the golfing experience and to make the most of the staggering coastline and views over the historic town of St Andrews.

The work commenced in January this year and includes the relocation and rebuilding of each tee to improve playability, turf condition and drainage. The 12th green will be reconstructed and two additional greens, the 14th and 18th will be constructed in new locations. Three new holes will also be constructed on the Devlin course.

Each bunker on the Torrance course will be reconstructed, re-sited and finished in the classic revetted style.

Focusing on water as a feature and a commodity, the existing inland lake and irrigation reservoir will also be rebuilt and the lakes re-shaped, deepened and re-lined.

The existing water supply to the reservoir will be upgraded to meet the requirements of the new state-of-the-art irrigation system.

A new land drainage system has been designed to improve turf conditions and will be installed to each hole.

The work also includes the construction of the greens, tees and bunkers and provision of irrigation and drainage for three new holes which will become the starting holes of the new Devlin course.

Hugging the rocky shoreline they’ll be built in a more rugged style which will be the signature of the re-constructed championship course.

The re-opening of the Torrance course is currently scheduled for Spring 2009.